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• Fed moves to flexible average inflation targeting and tweaks employment framework

• Raises bar for tighter policy, rate hikes in particular

• Financial conditions still seem the driving motivation for policy ...

• ... which do not necessarily reflect Main Street reality

So, the FED has changed its framework. The Bank will now operate a flexible average inflation
target. After periods of persistently below 2%, inflation will now be allowed to run
'moderately' above 2% for a time to target a 2% average 'over time'. There is no formulaic
way for determining what the average is. No details then on how long the averaging window
will be, nor the speed at which the Fed wishes to attain the average or define 'moderate'.
Many questions on this, but Powell made clear the Bank does not want to tie its hands (stayed
away from dictating an inflation range/cap), and in this regard it

'... could be viewed as a flexible form of average inflation targeting.’

Powell offered more than a nod to the changing structural relationships in the economy, most
notably the flatter Phillips Curve which suggests that the unemployment rate can now be
lower than in the past without stoking inflation,

'... and that a robust job market can be sustained without causing an unwelcome increase in 
inflation.’

Policy will now be informed by shortfalls from maximum employment rather than deviations.
The asymmetric implication seems a consideration of the high levels of unemployment that
are accompanying the virus-induced economic disruption and the period of time it will take to
move significantly towards full employment (initial claims threatening to stabilise at 1mn,
indications service sector hiring is stalling) . However, there is also a point that a strong labour
market is extremely beneficial to those on low incomes and drawing more into the labour
market which helps to keep inflation under control. This it seems has emerged from the 'Fed
Listens' events.

Overall, this does not change the perception that rates will remain no higher than the current
level for many years and the bar to a hike has been raised. The balance sheet is likely to be the
main policy tool, and indeed persistent periods of below target inflation and falling inflation
expectations will lower the bar for its expansion. Nor does it overcome the Woodford
Critique. There was nothing on forward guidance changes and YCC is firmly on the back
burner. This is not easier policy per se, it increases the probability of policy being as or more
accommodative for longer though (will other central banks follow?).

Does this help Main Street though? SMEs and consumers are still struggling to get hold of the
oodles of liquidity put out there by the Fed. Bank loan standards have tightened. The Fed has
essentially said it will do its best to avoid tightening financial conditions which have been a
significant, if not the main, driver of policy for several years. These measures, however, are
based on financial market indicators, which are not necessarily reflective of Main Street
reality.
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THE AUD WEEK - BIAS IS NEUTRAL
Expected AUD/USD trading range: 0.7300-0.7420

Aud/Usd starts the European week holding much of the gains enjoyed Friday, with the pair
trading levels not seen since late 2018.

A busy week now looms, with the RBA's September monetary policy decision eyed. Several
important economic prints are also in focus, such as Australia's Q2 GDP, July trade balance,
and July retail sales.

Recall that the RBA maintained its cash rate and 3yr yield target unchanged at 0.25% in its
August meeting. Further, the RBA surprisingly announced to resume bond purchases from 5
Aug and said that further bond-buying would be undertaken as necessary. RBA Gov Lowe said
that he thinks a cash rate of 0.25%, yield curve targeting, and current fiscal stimulus programs
would be enough for Australia's economy. He didn't rule out the use of negative interest rates
but stressed that it is "extraordinarily unlikely". On these, the RBA is not expected to do more
but stand pat on current policy parameters as a result of its next meeting.

Besides, a data deluge awaits ahead on Tuesday with Aug AiG performance of manufacturing
index (previous 53.5), Aug final readings of CBA manufacturing PMI (previous 53.9), Sep
building approvals (m/m survey -0.9% previous -4.9%), Q2 Australia current account balance
(survey AUD 12.8 bln previous AUD 8.4 bln), and Aug RBA commodity index (previous 96.5) to
watch for.

On Wednesday, Australia's Q2 GDP (q/q s.a survey -5.7% previous -0.3%; y/y survey -5.0%
previous 1.4%) are of importance.

The July trade balance print is eyed on Thursday with expectations of a narrower trade
surplus over the period. Besides, we also have AiG performance of construction index
(previous 42.7), CBA Aug final Australia services PMI (previous 48.1), and composite PMI
(previous 48.8) on tap.

Retail sales could well be the key driver for the AUD on Friday. Australia's retail sector is
expected to continue its recovery with retail sales expected to further edge up by 3.3% vs a
2.7% growth seen in Jun. Recently-seen strength in the AUD will likely be resumed if the retail
sales reading surpasses estimates.

Techs note:
• Bulls went into overdrive from last Fri's .7255 low to near 21-month highs towards the 4

Dec '18 reversal high of .7394
• A breakout could accelerate gains to .7484 before the advance peters out on technical

overbought warnings
• Beware of a lapse under last Thu's .7217 low at this juncture for this reflects the latest

upleg from .7136 (20 Aug low) is faltering
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It was a productive first day in the office for Tencent Music Entertainment Group (TME
Group) which received a very enthusiastic response from investors for its inaugural US$-
denominated bond issue on Wednesday.

The largest music streaming platform in China, TME Group is majority owned by Chinese
technology giant Tencent Holdings Limited (A1/A+/A+) which has a 55.6% stake in the group, and
is rated once notch below its parent at A2/A/A (all stable).

"The A2 issuer rating incorporates Tencent Music's underlying credit strength and a two-notch
uplift, reflecting the high likelihood of the company receiving strong support from its parent,
Tencent Holdings Limited (A1 stable), in times of need", noted Moody's Investor Service.

WeChat ban fails to dampen interest

The timing of TME's maiden transaction was interesting in the wake of recent headlines
surrounding Chinese social media platform WeChat, which is also owned by Tencent Holdings
Limited, and has over 1.2 billion users worldwide, including a large number the United States.

That prompted US President Trump in early August to sign an executive order which effectively
banned the use of the WeChat app in the US, due to what were deemed to be national security
concerns.

That was met with resistance from some big US corporations including Disney, Apple Inc and
Walmart among others, who maintained that the ban would dampen their competitiveness in the
world's second largest economy.

Meanwhile, a group of WeChat users, calling themselves The WeChat Users Alliance, revealed
that they are suing the Trump Administration in the wake of the President's order to ban the app

which they described as unconstitutional.

They alleged that the ban unfairly targeted the Chinese community in the US, many of whom
regularly use WeChat to communicate with friends and family in China.

Since then Washington has been seeking to reassure US companies that they can still do business
with the WeChat messaging app in China, realizing that the impact of an all-out ban could be
devastating for US technology, retail, gaming, telecommunications and other industries,
according to a Bloomberg report.

These developments, along with wider ongoing simmering tensions between Washington and
Beijing, clearly didn't dampen the eagerness of investors to lock-in offshore fixed income
exposure to TME Group at the first available opportunity, however.

Having presented its credit story through global investor calls in Asia, Europe and the US earlier in
the week, the borrower opened the books on the dual-tranche SEC-registered senior unsecured
offering on Wednesday morning in Asia.

Initial price thoughts were announced at T+155bp area on the 5-year tranche and at T+180bp
area on the 10-year.

That sparked a bun fight for paper, with the combined order book ballooning to over US$10bn at
reoffer, thanks to solid demand from accounts spanning the three regions, weighted slightly in
favour of the 10-year tranche.

That in turn paved the way for TME Group to place a US$300m 1.375% Sep 2025 tranche at
T+110bp and a US$500m 2.0% Sep 2030 tranche at T+135bp, having tightened both tranches by
45bp during execution.

continued page 7
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Full distribution statistics of TME Group's deal are outlined in the following 
graphics:

Economic funding costs
Parent company Tencent Holdings Limited was last in the dollar market in May this year 
with a jumbo US$6bn 4-part 144A/RegS transaction, which included a long 5-year and a 
10-year tranche. The TENCNT curve was as follows shortly after the TME Group books 
officially opened.

Based on bid levels taken from the screens on Wednesday morning in Asia:
TENCNT US$1.250bn 3.280% Apr 2024 @ T+101 / G+109 (issued Apr 2019)
TENCNT US$900m3.800% Feb 2025 @ T+105 / G+108 (issued Feb 2025)
TENCNT US$1.000bn 1.810% Jan 2026 @ T+110 / G+106 (issued May 2020)
TENCNT US$3.000bn 3.975% Apr 2029 @ T+130 / G+140 (issued Apr 2019)
TENCNT US$2.250bn 2.390% Jun 2030 @ T+128 / G+131 (issued May 2020)

Pinpointing fair value on the new TME Group deal was challenging and something of a
discovery process for the inaugural name, according to a source close to the deal.

Nevertheless, looking only at the valuations of the most recent TENCNT Jan 2026s and Jun
2030s, and adding on an additional 10-15bps to account for Tencent Music
Entertainment Group's one notch inferior rating and any further concession that may be
required to accommodate its inaugural issuer status, indicates fair value on the new 5-
and 10-year lines is in the T+115bp and T+145bp ball park. That also factors in slight
adjustments in the curve to provide for the modest differences in maturity versus the
comps.

That in turn implies that both tranches priced with negative new issue concessions of ca. -
5bp on the 5-year tranche and ca. -10bp on the 10-year, according to IGM analysts'
calculations.

Positive secondary performance
The blowout demand for the TME Group offering has also been reflected by a positive 
secondary market performance, where the 5-year tranche was bid ca. 5bp inside 
reoffer at T+105bp while the 10-year had tightened ca. 1bp to T+134bp bid, as of 
Monday afternoon in Asia.

Joint-bookrunners and joint lead-managers on the transaction were BofA Securities, 
J.P Morgan, Goldman Sachs Asia L.L.C and Morgan Stanley. Other Joint lead-managers 
were Bank of China (Hong Kong), Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, HSBC and Mizuho 
Securities. 
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Placement statistics and new issue concessions on parent company Tencent Holdings Limited's US$ issuance:
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The fiscal debate driver?
Investor sentiment over the past month has been driven by debates on the post-Covid
fiscal adjustment. With the economy emerging from the pandemic, the pressure is on the
govt and President Bolsonaro to return as quickly as possible to pre-Covid spending levels
and austerity pledges. However, there is a pressure from within govt and the wider
populous to sustain higher public expenditures, especially as Bolsonaro's popularity has
been given a boost by the social programmes.

This has ensured the public sector spending cap has been up for debate, leading to a
decline in the BRL. The spending cap rule is seen by investors as the most important
symbol of Brazil's fiscal credibility, as it limits growth in public spending and investment to
the previous year's rate of inflation. Investors argue that a return to a strong fiscal
tightening is needed to prevent the government debt trajectory from entering an
unsustainable path higher.

Last week, USD/BRL broke resistance at 5.5065, which had held since the start of June,
after the Senate shocked markets by voting down a bill that maintained a freeze on public
sector wages. The bill was later upheld by Brazil's Lower House, but the BRL saw only a
limited recovery as the Senate's actions revealed cracks in Bolsonaro's congressional base.

Bolsonaro has been wavering in his support for the spending cap, given his popularity has
been rising in recent weeks, after dropping during the pandemic, and he wants to ensure
this momentum continues into the municipal election on 15-29 November. Bolsonaro has
a signature social programme known as Renda Brasil, or Brazil Income, that will extend the
monthly social programmes. This was to be combined with job creation stimulus and an
infrastructure investment programme, in a new economic programme, and be wrapped
up in a bill that also includes offsetting austerity measures.

Economy Minister Guedes is becoming increasingly isolated in his defense of fiscal
responsibility, as several cabinet members have aligned themselves with lawmakers who
want Bolsonaro to loosen the spending cap rule. Bolsonaro will have to decide whether he
supports fiscal responsibility or populist economic policies as budget pressures mount

ahead of elections.
Why the debate?
Brazil has over 3.6mn confirmed Covid cases and over 114k deaths (as of 23rd Aug). This is
the second worst outbreak in the world, behind only the US. This is due to a President who
did not take the outbreak seriously and was reluctant to shut down the economy. A large
informal labour economy, already wide income disparity and a health system already at
near breaking point only added to the pandemic's ability to wreak havoc.

Brazil’s response to the pandemic was similar to other countries. The govt launched an
emergency support package of more than BRL1.1tn, more than the entire projected
savings from the landmark pensions reform that was due to save the state USD250bn over
the next 10-years. Emergency spending means the spending cap for this year has been
broken, but this has been allowed due to Brazil declaring a state of public calamity,
effective until December 31. Due to this, the govt is not obliged to meet the fiscal primary
balance target this year.

However, the virus is ultimately deepening Brazil's economic slump, risking corporate
bankruptcies, soaring government debt and a continued rise in unemployment in a nation
with already strained finances. Economists surveyed by Brazil's central bank are
forecasting a slide of 5.46% (see dashboard).

Hence, pressure remains to sustain spending to revive the economy, and the govt could
do this by extending the state of calamity. However, there is little room for fiscal
measures, the govt predicted in late April it will post a primary budget deficit of around
8% for 2020 and a nominal deficit, excluding interest payments of 15%, thus, unwinding all
and more of the fiscal improvement of recent years (see dashboard for monthly budget
performance). Next year's budget is capped at BRL1.485tn, only BRL31bn more than this
year.

continued page 11
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Reform has been the driver of investor appetite
Last year as Congress passed the landmark pension reform bill, hopes were high that Bolsonaro
and Guedes would push on with further economic reforms. Progress had already stalled into year-
end and with the pandemic striking this year, the agenda has been put on the backburner.

Thus, the investor inflows that accompanied President Bolsonaro's election victory in 2018 and
then the pension reform bill approval (see dashboard) dropped off a cliff in 2020, per EPFR Brazil
country flows data (Bonds & Equities). If the reform agenda gets back on track, we would expect
these inflows to pick up again like they did after the pension reform bill was passed in October
last year.

However, this is unlikely as the Senate's move in August underscored the challenges the govt is
facing in the upper chamber, where defeats are mounting ahead of crucial votes, including on a
reform of the tax system. The Senate approved a proposal opposed by the govt that limits the
interest rate banks charge their clients during the pandemic. Bolsonaro's administration plans to
vote in Congress at least seven bills changing key regulatory frameworks that it considers
necessary to unlock economic growth. Yet with elections looming, lawmakers may be unwilling to
be seen backing austerity amid a pandemic.

The economic team has already been hit by some high-profile departures because of the lack of
reform progress. If Bolsonaro decides not to go down the fiscally responsible route then Guedes
will also likely quit, which would be a big negative for markets, who trust Guedes.

USD/BRL direction will depend on 2021 budget
Highlighting divisions with the govt and fanning investor concerns about the country’s fiscal
outlook, the new social programme without additional spending proposed by Guedes was
rejected by Bolsonaro last week, sending Guedes back to the drawing board.

However, the 2021 budget, expected in the coming weeks, will be the crucial document and if it
signals that expenditures will be back to the pre-pandemic trend as soon as the health crisis ends,
this could support the BRL. If it instead hints at abandoning or altering the spending cap to
accommodate for fiscal stimulus unrelated to Covid-19, this could see the BRL head for fresh
record lows. Whilst the situation is uncertain, we see potential for USD/BRL upside, with the
technical study suggesting the current upside move could extend to 5.7734, which if taken out
could open a test of the record high of 5.9700.

• Bulls are approaching 76.4% of May-Jun's 5.9700-4.8194 fall at 5.6985, just above which lies an 

equality projection (1x4 8194-5.5065 rally projected from 4.9751) at 5.7734

• Above the latter re-opens May's 5.9700 record high

• On dips, former reaction highs (30/12 Aug) at 5.5065/5.4908 now serve as support

• Further weakness under 5.3514 (13 Aug low) suggests prolonged ranging/potential topping

Back to Index Page
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Joe Biden said in an interview on 5 August that he would remove Donald Trump's tariffs on imports
from China if he won the presidential election in November. Biden's remark was taken very
seriously by the markets as he has been holding a clear lead over Trump in polls since the
beginning of Q2.

With specific regard to USD/CNH FX, a clean breach of July's month-low 6.9645 came immediately
after Joe Biden said he would remove the tariffs on China. Since then, the pair has been pricing a
potential rollback of the existing US tariffs on Chinese imports (chart 1).

At the 6.90 level that we saw in the middle of August, USD/CNH appeared to have priced in a full
rollback of the List 4a tariffs, which was initially targeted for USD300bn of Chinese goods, however
later halved as part of the Phase 1 trade deal. A fall below 6.90 suggests USD/CNH is on the way of
pricing as much as a 40-50% chance of a full rollback of List 3 tariffs (involving USD200bn of
Chinese goods). In our view. USD/CNH will be at 6.80 when 50% of a rollback of List 3 tariffs is fully
priced and at 6.65 when 100% of a rollback is priced.

With USD/CNH breaking below 6.90, we expect Chinese exporters' FX conversion ratio (chart 2) will
be going up given better order visibility, weak USD, and a large yield pick-up to own RMB assets
against USD, which may be another driving force behind the potential RMB appreciation in
September.

However, historically what polls suggest does not necessarily mean it will definitely turn out to be
the actual election outcome. As such, we recently have seen USD/CNH risk reversals in the FX
option market pricing a potential U-turn of the spot rate (chart 3). That to a certain extent reflects
CNH bulls are increasingly biased in favour of selling low-strike USD/CNH puts to finance a
purchase of high-strike USD/CNH calls as a hedge to defend their CNH exposure.

Back to Index Page

By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research

EPFR-tracked Money Market Funds posted their third straight outflow, and 10th in the past 15
weeks, going into the final days of August as ultra-low and negative rates of return prod investors
to look for alternatives. These cash management vehicles absorbed over $1 trillion in March and
April amidst the global sell-off triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic.

While Japanese and European Money Market Funds have been coping with negative interest
rates at the short end of their yield curves for several years, managers of US MM Funds have
generally been able to deliver a positive return for clients. But the compression of yields during
the latest crisis has pushed real returns – investment gains minus fees – into negative territory.
According to Paul Adams, Senior Editor at EPFR sister company iMoneyNet, “Right now 83.6% of
the US fund providers who report to us are waiving or reducing fees to prevent clients
experiencing de facto negative returns.”

Investors looking to deploy cash continue to funnel fresh money into fund groups with socially
responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates and US Bond Funds of
nearly all stripes. Heading into September they also continued to revisit funds dedicated to the
major emerging markets asset classes. Emerging Markets Equity Funds posted consecutive weekly
inflows for the first time since mid-January and Emerging Markets Bond Funds extended their
current inflow streak to eight weeks and $14.3 billion.

Overall, the week ending August 26 saw EPFR-tracked Bond Funds absorb another $16.7 billion
while Alternative Funds took in $286 million as they posted their 10th straight inflow, Balanced
Funds absorbed $340 million and Equity Funds $102 million. Investors pulled $8.5 billion from
Money Market Funds with US MM Funds accounted for the bulk of the headline number.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, redemptions from Brazil and UK Bond Funds hit
20 and 24-week highs respectively while China Bond Funds chalked up a new inflow record and

flows into Korea Equity Funds hit their highest level since late March. Bank Loan Bond Funds
posted their 27th outflow in the past 31 weeks, Inflation Protected Bond Funds extended their
longest inflow streak since an 18-week run ended in late 1Q18 and Mortgage Backed Bond Funds
took in fresh money for the 11th straight week.

Back to Index Page For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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Technical Analysis by Marnie Owen

• Steepened from 105 (6 August/24 July trough) to confirm a higher trough at 118 (24 
August/near 50 DMA at 119) 

• Momentum may stage a test of the Fibonacci cluster in the 144/43 area (0.618x 93/154 from 
105; 61.8% 154/105)

• With the daily RSI stretched, though, the 154 year-to-date peak (5 June) may prove a 
formidable barrier

• A return through 118 would confirm topping and stage a retest of the 105 area 

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Fade steepening to the 144 area with scope to retest 105. Stop and reverse on sustained 
steepening through the 154 peak

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 172  15 May 2017 minor peak 
R4 164 25/24/23 May 2017 top 
R3 158 27 July 2020 lower peak and 1.618x 105/130 from 118 
R2 154 2020 peak – 5 June, near 0.764x 93/154 from 105 and 1.382x 105/130 from 118 
R1 144 Fibonacci cluster (144/3): 0.618x 93/154 from 105; 61.8% 154/105; 1.000x 105/130 from 118 

Support Levels 

S1 118 24 August 2020 trough 
S2 111 11 August 2020 narrow 
S3 105 6 August/24 July 2020 major trough 
S4 97 29 April 2020 narrow and 50% of 40/154 near the 200 DMA (98) 
S5 93 24/22 April and 30/25 March 2020 lower range bounds  
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

• Higher reaction lows/shallow dips suggest demand remains strong

• Acceleration ahead of the approaching 50-Day MA renews bullish impetus

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Scope is seen for further gains to .7484, possibly .7638/77. Below .7217 stalls short-term 
momentum.

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 .7813 19 April 2018 high 
R4 .7677 6 June 2018 high 
R3 .7638 38.2% of 1.1081-.5510 fall 
R2 .7484 9 July 2018 high 
R1 .7394 4 December 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 .7217 27 August 2020 low 
S2 .7136 20 August 2020 low 
S3 .7109 12 August 2020 low 
S4 .7063 10 June 2020 high, near the 3 August 2020 low at .7076 & 24 July 2020 low at .7064 
S5 .6921 14 July 2020 low 
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Technical Analysis by Matthew Sferro

• Advanced off the 20 March 205.95 3+ year low via the 13 August 276.90 higher low to mark 
new 2+ year highs 

• The weekly MACD differential recently rose to levels not seen since early 2012, suggesting 
further near-term strength though the 331.55 lower high to extension targets at 347.34 and 
369.10 is now likely 

• Only a drop under 276.90 would refocus lower towards the 16 June 253.10 minor higher low 

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy into any near-term weakness for continued gains through 331.55 to an extension target at 
347.34. Place a protective stop below the 276.90 higher low

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 390.86 1.236x 205.95/298.15 from 276.90  
R4 369.10 1.000x 205.95/298.15 from 276.90  
R3 347.34 0.764x 205.95/298.15 from 276.90  
R2 331.55 2018 high – 7 June, near 0.618x 205.95/298.15 from 276.90 at 333.88 
R1 315.15 18 June 2018 high 

Support Levels 

S1 284.45 17 August 2020 low 
S2 276.90 13 August 2020 higher low 
S3 265.05 29 June 2020 low 
S4 253.10 16 June 2020 minor higher low 
S5 245.50 4 June 2020 low 
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